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INDEPENDENCE - Every Thursday this summer, three students from Cedar Rapids'
Coe College travel the back roads of southwest Buchanan and northern Benton
counties.  The weekly trips to the area are a continuation of nearly a decade of water
sampling by Coe students.

The trio, Adam Becker of Watkins, Zachary Hayes of Cedar Rapids, and Alyssa
Qualls of Bellevue, Neb., stop to take water samples from locations along Lime
Creek, a tributary of the Cedar River, and a bioreactor installation at Ken Pint's farm
west of Independence.

At the Pint farm they pull their sampling equipment from the trunk and hike to the
sampling site, the bioreactor installed alongside a waterway in a cornfield. 

The bioreactor, constructed in November 2006 and now one of several in the state, is
a 50-foot trench of woodchips buried along the cornfield's edge which filters water
from field drainage tile.  An aluminum control box and three vertical pipes allow
sampling of water before, during and after filtration.

Today the three students are out early in an effort to finish before the heat and humidity of early summer.  Zach drops
a probe into the control unit, an aluminum box intersecting the drainage tile supplying the woodchip field of the
bioreactor; the water level is about two feet below the soil surface. 

The probe is attached to a handheld device that reads water temperature, pH (acidity/alkalinity), dissolved oxygen
and electrical conductivity. 

He calls the readings to Alyssa, who records the numbers, and moves to the white plastic pipes to take similar
readings.  One pipe is too small for the probe, so they will bring up a bucketful of water to test more directly.

Meanwhile Adam has started a small battery-powered pump and is drawing water from the control box and pipes to
fill small bottles - eight total from the bioreactor field - which will be taken back to the lab at Coe.  These samples will
be used to measure levels of nitrate nitrogen, phosphorus, chloride, ammonia, sulfate and suspended solids.

It doesn't take long to finish sampling and the trio pack their equipment, head back to the car and travel to the next site
just outside of Brandon, the only city in the watershed.

Here they take samples from the old iron bridge spanning Finley Creek, lowering a bucket into the water then pulling
it back to fill sample bottles or take measurements.  By late morning, they're done and head back to Cedar Rapids.

Lime Creek watershed is long and narrow, about 42 square miles (27,039 acres) in size, stretching from west of
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Independence to south of Brandon.  The bioreactor on the Pint farm is near the north end, north of Highway 20.  Lime
Creek joins the Cedar River a mile or so south of Brandon. 

The Lime Creek Watershed Council meets at The Buchanan County Extension Office, Theater in the Barn.  For more
information on the watershed management program, contact Chad Ingels, ISU Extension watershed projects, at 563
425.3233.
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